Is traditional Chinese medicine definitely an exact science? Comparison between the oriental five elements theory and euclid regular polyhedrons postulates
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Euclid was one of the greatest Mathematicians of ancestral times. His contributions were keys to exact sciences. His posthumous work, “Elements” of comparable diffusion to The Bible is an example of the axiomatic-deductive system par excellence. These postulates which led to space age, helped to determine Kepler’s orbital ellipses, and set the development of Astrophysics. Statements about the five regular polyhedrons can be extrapolated to the five elements’ theory in traditional Chinese medicine, recognizing a common origin. Analysis of the tridimensional solids provides unprecedented support to this ancient oriental medicine parameters from Geometry- the oldest formal science ever known, justifying its diagnosis and therapeutic accuracy beyond its symbolical metaphorical language. The author presents a concrete evidence of actual application to the Torsadogenic Index and his K.1 Yongquan Resuscitation Maneuver.
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